GUIDE FOR AUTHORS
In the Journal Scientific papers are printed reports by International thematic
conferences held in the Institute of Agriculture — Karnobat. The papers presented
and published in Bulgarian or English, at the request of the authors.
The manuscript must be written using font Times New Roman, size 12 pt, with
a special indentation for each paragraph 1.25, in single line spacing and font Symbol
for Greek letters or symbols. Page size A4, Top — 3.0 cm, Left — 2.0 cm, Bottom
— 2.0 cm, Right — 2.0 cm. Section mark (Enter) is used only at the end of each
paragraph. There should not be hyphenation and page numbering.
Manuscript text should be arranged as follows: ABSTRACT, INTRODUCTION,
MATERIALS AND METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS and REFERENCES. Putting titles and subtitles in
separate sections should be clearly and precisely, without any kind of numbering.
All names in the Latin text and gene symbols must be written in italics.
Requirements for individual sections
Manuscript title
It should be as short as possible, to reflect the most accurate and complete
content of the presented material and contains no more than 20 words. Shown only
in capital letters, bold, centered.
Subtitle
Subtitle could be used to specify the title, if the title is more general and long,
or if it is part of a series.
Author / authors
Write the name and surname of all authors, the names of authors separated
by commas. After the name of each author write an index 1, 2, 3 to indicates the name
of the institution, from which is the corresponding author. There should be no index
of the authors’ names from the same institution. The authors are written in upper
and lower case, bold, centered.
Abstract
The text of the abstract should be brief, most informative and fully reflects the
conclusions resulting from the study. The abstract should contain the following
elements: the subject of the study, hypothesis and aim, experimental materials,
methods and approaches of the study, results and conclusions. The text of the
abstract should not cite references. The abstract should not exceed 400 words. The
same text must be submitted in English. The summary in English includes the
translation of the title of the article. Keywords no more than 6.
Introduction
The text should be representing the reasons and prerequisites for the study, the
background knowledge of the problem. It is advisable to provide the fullest possible
information on the previous studies on the problem of the last 10 years.
Material and methods
This section should be contain sufficiently clear and precise presented all plant
materials, methods and approaches, equipment and chemicals, so after reading the
reader can safely repeat the experimental part of the study.
Results and Discussion
The results should be presented as detailed as possible, without unnecessary
repetition. In the text it is possible to use abbreviations that are specified explicitly
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or out in the first citation in the text material. To comment only the data and results
that are sufficiently clear and precise showed in illustrations (tables, graphs, figures).
Do not used bold in the illustrations’ titles.
Discussion
Results and Discussion may be divided or combined in a section. The discussion
should interpret the results according to their importance for the conclusions.
Critically comparing them with those of other studies related to this research. To
outline the prospects of using the results or provide an opinion on need for additional
studies on the problem.
Acknowledgments
This section may be included acknowledgements for help through comments,
technical or financial assistance, counseling, and projects.
Reference
The list of references includes all cited titles in alphabetical order. The order
of display of each source: author(s) name(s), year of publication, journal title/book
title, chapter title/article title, volume number/book chapter and the pagination must
be present. Avoid citing unpublished statements or personal messages. If there is
such cite as an exception, the sources are not included in the reference list. All
citations in the text should be included in the reference list and vice versa. Do not
use numbering in the reference list. The names of the authors and year of publication
should be written in bold, single space with 1.25 cm line hanging.
After the presentation on the conference all reports must be submitted within
one month formatted and written according to the requirements of the journal.
Authors should send manuscript divided into 2 files — file I — Text; File II — Tables,
Figures and Charts must be prepared in MS WORD to e-mail: iz_karnobat@abv.bg.
Editorial Board provides articles for reviewing by the specialists with academic
degrees in their field. The Journal’s editors will return the manuscript to its authors
if there are reviews remarks or in case the manuscript doesn’t follow the guidelines
outlined in this document. Within two weeks the author is obliged to re-send the
article electronically with the corrections made. Accepted manuscripts of the Editorial
Board will printed in the journal Scientific papers and the first author will be
provided one copy of the journal.
By Editorial Board
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